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This exhibit will open with a reception 
on November 7th from 6 pm to 8 pm 
at the Elizabeth Leach Gallery “A Pair: 
Two of the Same,” Jinie Park’s third 
solo exhibition at the gallery, features 
a new series of luminous, abstract 
paintings. Using layers of bold and 
transparent color combined with 
hand-stitched patchwork of linen, 
canvas, muslin, organza, and passages 
of hand-woven fiber, Park’s assembled 
paintings explore materiality and are 
visually evocative and exquisitely lush. 

This exhibit will open with a reception 
on November 7th from 6 pm to 8 pm 
at the Elizabeth Leach Gallery 

“A Pair: Two of the Same,” Jinie Park’s third solo exhibition at the gallery, features a new series 
of luminous, abstract paintings. Using layers of bold and transparent color combined with 
hand-stitched patchwork of linen, canvas, muslin, organza, and passages of hand-woven fiber, 
Park’s assembled paintings explore materiality and are visually evocative and exquisitely lush. 

Born in Seoul, South Korea in 1987, Park received a BFA in Painting at Seoul National 
University (Seoul, South Korea) in 2011 and an MFA from Maryland Institute College of Art 
(Baltimore, MD) in 2015. Her work has been shown in 2014 at the Louisiana Biennial Juried 
Exhibition, School of Design at Louisiana Tech University (Ruston, LA) and in 2010 in a Juried 
Exhibition at Weiser Gallery, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambridge, MA). Park 
was awarded the Henry Walters Traveling Fellowship in 2015 and the LeRoy E. Hoffberger 
Scholarship from the Maryland Institute College of Art in 2013. In 2009 she was awarded the 
Choi Wook-Kyung Prize from Seoul National University. In 2016 Park received the Perez Art 
Museum Miami Picks Award during PULSE Miami Beach. 



JINIE PARK 
FOREWORD: RANGSOOK YOON 

Born in 1987, Jinie Park, a native of Seoul, 
South Korea, graduated from Seoul National 
University in 2011 and received her MFA in 
painting from the Maryland Institute College 
of Art in 2015. For Park, abstract visual 
language and the act of painting are the tools 
with which to craft her everyday experiences, 
record her surroundings, and explore certain 
metaphysical ideas. 

Park's stated artistic preoccupations lie in the 
formal manifestations of liminality–the in-
between. Her works represent echoing 
dichotomies of surface and structure, center 
and margin, matter and essence. Park's focus 
is cerebral, and yet, her distinctive abstract 
language is familiar enough to warrant easy 
access, as her works frequently evoke 
landscapes and views seen through 
windows–or rather, the transient impressions 
of such views. 

Understanding Park's cultural particulars 
enables a greater appreciation of the 
complexity of her artistic negotiations and a 

discovery of the rich referentiality of her process-oriented work. For example, the partially exposed 
grid-like stretchers and non-traditional processes of taking apart painted fabrics and restretching 
them inside out underline Park's full awareness of the art historical discourse set by such canonical 
movements as postminimalism and arte povera, which, critical of the modernist notions of 
painting, sought to expand its boundaries by acknowledging paintings as physical objects in real 
space–specifically, in relation to gallery space.  

At the same time, Park's awareness of modernist discourse around structure and materials pushes 
the play with art history in other directions as well. Park's paint application, reminiscent of 
Frankenthaler's innovative soak-stain technique, is equally comparable to the wash and bleeding 
effects of Korean ink paintings, seen in both traditional and modern works. Additionally, the 
distinctive abstract patches and blobs of luminous colors in her work possess certain affinities to 
traditional Korean women's patchwork, called “jo-gaak-bo,” made with residual pieces of fabric 
dyed with various natural colors, not unlike American quilts. Most notable in her recent body of 
work is her process of stitching fabrics together in lieu of painting on traditional canvases. Here, 
she employs various kinds of textiles, including delicate mesh and a coarse Korean muslin, called 
kwang-mok. Disrupting pure formalistic and stylistic readings, this process-intensive practice 
enriches the works' metaphorical allusions.  
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Though Park's work can be assessed simultaneously within the rubrics of modern Korean painting 
and traditional artwork, as well as Euro-American modernity, it should by no means be discussed 
only in the binary terms of Korean tradition and Western modernity. For one thing, postwar Korean 
art evolved through a modernist view of abstraction, particularly under the heavy influence of art 
informel–a variety of abstract styles that predominated European paintings in the 1940s±50s. 
Indeed, Park studied painting with teachers who resolved their artistic practices within that 
framework. Calibrating diverse artistic influences and probing her personal and intellectual 
curiosity, she adroitly synthesizes these ideas and seamlessly crosses boundaries, erasing 
distinctions separating East from West. 

There is a well-known Korean saying, “Oe-you-nae-gang,” iterally meaning, “Gentle in 
appearance, strong on the inside.” Park's recent works, which often reveal their solid wooden 
frames under the sheer mesh and sewn fabrics, embody this concept perfectly. Park's vigorous 
investigations of the nature of materials and processes are intimately connected with her desire to 
articulate the liminality in a formalistic sense. Without posing the de rigueur contemporary notion 
of identity at the forefront, her work that employs stitching processes and unique, indexical 
material serves to locate her as a person living in the in-between space.  

Rangsook Yoon is Experiences and Curator at the Art & History Museums–Maitland. 
She earned her Ph.D. in art history from Institute of Fine Arts, New York University, with 
specializations in Renaissance, Baroque and Art of the Twentieth Century. She is widely published 
in academic journals, books, and exhibition catalogs. 
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Jinie Park
Elizabeth Leach Gallery, Portland, Oregon
Recommendation by Richard Speer

Jinie Park, "Yellow Beans," 2017, acrylic on sewn linen and canvas, 60 x 72"

Continuing through December 23, 2017 
 
In “Little House,” Jinie Park combines the stained canvases and hyper-thin washes of Color 
Field painting with a fetishistic approach to the picture plane reminiscent of Arte Povera. The 
works turn linen and muslin canvases into both the support and the object of the paintings 
themselves. Park’s modus operandi is to hand-stitch mostly rectilinear fragments of fabric 
together, resulting in organically subdivided grids such as “Childhood” and “Greeting Words.”  
 
In the latter, a grid of 21 deeply recessed pockets of fabric cap the top third of a larger 
swath of Korean muslin stained with acrylic paint.  “Window in a Rainy Day,” which pays 
gestural and chromatic homage to early-1960s Helen Frankenthaler, is split into two vertical 
rectangles, the seam between the halves plunging downwards in a loose, luxuriant slit. The 
expanse of proudly ugly folded linen at the center of “Birthday Bouquet” stands amid 
spiraling pastel and periwinkle stains, defying the proposition of canvas as stage set for 
optical illusionism. “This is not a picture,” the work proclaims, “it is a surface.” Which doesn’t 
mean it isn’t gorgeous.












